Innovative Software S.à.r.l.

Activities

**Staff number**
1-9

**Description of activities**

Innovative Software S.à.r.l. is a privately held company that enables to bring break-through technology to the aviation and logistics business.

The first innovation developed and marketed by the company is the EDIfly™ suite enabling the aviation business to exchange process-data (Type B, Type X, EDIFACT) currently carried on costly legacy networks safely and securely over the internet.

The technology allows bilateral exchanges between airlines, ground-handling companies, global distribution systems, on-line portals, cargo-community-systems, logistics-suppliers and government authorities without the need for managing such connections. The technology uses the highest levels of cryptography to secure these data exchanges.

**Main application domains**

- Airlines
- Global Distribution Systems
- Logistic companies
- Ground handling agents
- General sales & Service agents (cargo)
- Other companies

**Products and services**

- EDIfly Basic
- EDIfly SWITCH
- EDIfly KIT

**Customer references**

- Cargolux
- Air Portugal
- Swissport
- Menzies Aviation
• Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminal
• SCHENKER - RIEGE Software International
• Bangkok Flight Services
• LUG air cargo handling GmbH

Trading area

• Luxembourg
• Greater Region
• Europe
• International

Contact details

27, cité Holleschberg L-5831 Hesperange Luxembourg
Phone: +352 00 00 00 00
Email: sales@edifly.com
Website: http://www.edifly.com
Keywords: EDIfly aviation cargo message

RDI

Technological/Technical capabilities

• Standardize and secure electronic data interchanges
• Perform format harmonisations of outgoing and incoming messages.

Technology keywords

• Communications Protocols, Interoperability (Marginal technology keywords)
• Applications for Transport and Logistics (Main technology keywords)
• Road Transport (Marginal technology keywords)
• Railway Transport (Marginal technology keywords)
• Logistics (Marginal technology keywords)
• Air Transport (Marginal technology keywords)

Areas of competence

• Information and Communication Technologies
• Aeronautics and space
• Transport, maintenance and logistics

RDI Contact Person
Mr Ingo Roessler

Position: Chief Commercial Officer
Phone: +352 00 00 00 00
Email: sales@edifly.com